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The predominate color of the target is 
which almost verges on black in some areas. 
smoke, mist or fog associated with the dark 
if it were superimposed over the blue" 

a deep, dark blue 
l"here is a whitish 

blue and appears as 

There is a sense of very fast movement associated with a lot 
of force or energy. Areas of the target are dark, damp, hollow, 
curved and/or smoothed and there is a soft feeling in some 
p 1. .:"~ C (,:,~ l;;; • 

From a distance, a feature appears as a clump fo dark green 
su.rrounded by beige. Both are very different from one another. 
!::!9...~~_~~"~':'_"?. thi£:; i l,:i not the mal n featUrf2 or aspect Df the tar"get as 
specified by the tasking. 
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TARGET NO: 

GENERIC TASK SHEET 

SPECIAL PROFICIENCY TARGET (SPT) 

DATE:~ 16 .,dp~ 0(1 

C()e.~ IG ~ DATE: 

TARGET DESIGNATOR: 

TARGET PACKAGE LOCATION: A-I 

TARGETING TECHNIQUE: 

TARGET DATA DESIRED: 

~~ spatial aspect, olor, motion/dynamics): - ..... ----..... -------
~1. DESCRIBE KEY FEATURES: (Include forms, Shapes

D
, 

Emphasize the following: ~.Olf/(. 
Do for the following perspectives: 

Ground-level 

Over-view 

Other: 

List in order of importance/most likely. 

~IDENTIFY KEY TARGET CONTENT: (Include meaning, purpose, 
~t~ nature of activity, type/nature of people if present): 

Emphasize the following: ____________________________ _ 

List ~n order of importance/most likely. 

~~I~F __ P-E-R-S-O-N-A-L-IT-Y--,-D-E-S-C-R-I-B-E-:------------____________________ __ 
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